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FIDEM SHOW OPENS $500,000 Grant for Greek Chair 
WITH PANACHE 7 

FIDEM’s traveling show “The Art of 

the Medal Today” opened at the ANS on 

Saturday February 4. It is a breath-taking 

exhibit of medallic art produced by artists 

from around the world. Even as the exhibit 

was being installed, ANS staff members 

were excited by the range of styles, 

content, and expression represented in the 

pieces. As Medals Curator Alan Stahl with 

the help of Curatorial Assistant Lori 

Rubens completed each case, staff 

members found excuses to wander through 

the East Exhibit Hall in anticipation of 

what the newly installed case might hold. 

ANS members, guests, and friends spent 

Saturday afternoon debating which pieces 

they found most exciting. Ecologist Ted 

Cheney found a medal by Austria’s Margit 

Maria Traun, Look—the Wood Is Dying, and 

commented that it “starkly depicts the 

effects of acid rain.” This in turn provoked 

a conversation among an unintroduced 

group of about six persons (including an 

11-year-old) about the burning of the 

Brazilian rain forests. ANS Member 

The ANS Development Campaign has 

received its largest gift to date with a pledge 

of $500,000 from the Arcana Foundation 

to support the Margaret Thompson Chair 

in Greek Numismatics at the ANS. 

Announcement of the gift was made by 

Councillor Arthur Houghton at the 

Society’s Annual Meeting on January 14, 

1989. ANS President Harry W. Fowler 

cited the grant as evidence that the 

organization is “worthy of support at the 

highest level.” 

The Arcana Foundation of Washington, 

D.C., awarded the grant as part .of its 

Joseph Veach Noble, Director of the 

Society of Medalists, was heard to remark 

that “this installation of the exhibit is the 

most exciting I have seen.” 

Define It! 

A controversy was started by visitor 

Mary B. Davis. After moving from U.S. 

efforts to respond to the needs of cultural 

institutions of special merit that are not yet 

well known to mainstream funding 

organizations. This grant, when added to 

generous gifts from many members, 

friends, and organizations, raises the total 

amount pledged for the Campaign to more 

than $3.6 million. Gifts received to date 

equal more than $1.8 million. 

NEH Challenge Grant Matched 

At the Annual Meeting, Mr. Fowler also 

[Continued on page 8] 

medalist Jeanne Stevens-Sollman’s A Gift 

from My Best Friend, complete with cloth 

cord and real feathers, to Sweden’s 

Elizabeth Ikstand-Nurmi’s Fatumeh, a four 

piece medal, she asked “What is a medal? 

Are my earrings medals?” (The earrings 

in question were made by a Native 

American artist and are silver replicas of 

feathers.) A number of persons had 

opinions about that issue—does function 

override what constitutes art? 

In another section of the exhibit 

Poland’s Krysztof Jakubik had a medal 

entitled Phase I. “Humph, looks more like 

tracks in the sand,” said one observer. 

Another Polish medalist, Piotr Gawron, 

had a piece called Collector on view. One 

ANS member looked at it, grinned, and 

said it was reminiscent of Marley’s 

comment to Scrooge: “I wear the chains 

I forged in life.” Several nearby collectors 

paused for thought. 

Boundaries Broken 

AMSA member Beverly Mazze was 

chatting with a group of medalists within 

earshot of Society member Jay Galst. She 

referred to the exhibit, saying “boundaries 

are being broken here,” and Dr. Galst, 
[Continued on page 6] 



BRITA MALMER RECEIVES HUNTINGTON MEDAL 

The Archer M. Huntington Medal, 

awarded in recognition of outstanding 

contributions to numismatic scholarship, 

was awarded this year to Professor Brita 

Maimer of Sweden. ANS Fellow Mark 

Salton read the citation. 

“The coinage of medieval Scandinavia 

might seem at first unlikely ground on 

which to build a reputation as a major 

numismatic scholar. Unlike the artistic 

achievements of ancient coin makers, 

medieval coins of the North Sea region 

generally have simple, linear images, 

which can be termed art only by the most 

sympathetic of viewers. In contrast to 

Islamic coins of the era, which are veritable 

documents in miniature, medieval Nordic 

coins usually bear only the briefest of 

epigraphic information and often have no 

readable legend at all. Unlike the 

contemporary coinages of their southern 

neighbors, the coins of the medieval 

northerners do not appear to have played 

a major role in the European economy. In 

fact, in the period of greatest interaction 

between this region and the rest of the 

world, the Viking period, it was the 

importation of foreign coins into the 

northern realms which was the most 

significant numismatic phenomenon. 

“Yet, in spite of the restrained nature 

of her material, or in some ways because 

of its very limitations, Brita Maimer has 

produced a body of work which has gained 

her recognition as one of the outstanding 

numismatists of our time. Her great 

contribution has been to combine the 

numismatic methodology often associated 

primarily with ancient coinages with the 

rigorous archaeological methods for which 

Scandinavian scholars have long been 

famous. 
“Her first major numismatic publica¬ 

tion, in 1961, was modestly entitled ‘A 

Contribution to the Numismatic History 

of Norway during the Eleventh Century.’ 

In addition to providing a definitive 

chronology for a particularly intractable 

series, this work made major contributions 

to numismatic methodology, including the 

analysis of flan cutting varieties, the study 

of post-minting treatment of coins, a 

comparison of offering-place finds with 

coin hoards, and the first appearance in the 

numismatic literature of the archaeological 

system of comparison generally called 

numerical taxonomy. 

“Maimer’s doctoral dissertation, pub¬ 

lished in 1966, dealt with the vexed issue 

of the northern coinages before the year 

1000, a subject that had evoked many 

polemics—often of a nationalistic tone— 

but no definitive study. Through a pains¬ 

taking examination of more than 1,500 

extant specimens from 200 finds and 31 

collections, she produced a distribution of 

types by place and time which has provided 

a vital tool for archaeologists and historians 

of the Viking Age. 
“While attribution problems for 

coinages tend to lessen as the Middle Ages 

progress, the Swedish pennies of the 

fourteenth and fifteenth century have 

proved an insoluble problem for 

generations of numismatists. Bearing only 

a crowned head or letter as the type of their 

one stamped side, these bracteates are 

completely anepigraphic and hence could 

not be assigned to specific reigns. Even 

Maimer’s careful analysis of 56 hoards and 

over 200 site finds was not sufficient to 

attribute the types. It was the examination 

by neutron activation of 120 selected 

specimens, combined with an exhaustive 

typological and metrological analysis of 

more than 5,000 specimens, which allowed 

Maimer to provide a definitive chronology 

in her 1980 book on late medieval pennies 

of Sweden. 
“In addition to her ground breaking 

primary research, Maimer has done 

important service to the Swedish and 

international numismatic communities. 

From 1971 through 1979 she was Chief 

Curator of the important Swedish Royal 

Coin Cabinet. In 1978 she became the first 

Ekstrom Professor of Numismatics at 

Stockholm University and is now the 

Director of the Swedish Numismatic 

Institution. She is a long-time friend of the 

ANS, having visited here as a speaker in 

the 1973 International Numismatic Con¬ 

gress and again in 1981 as the David M. 

Bullowa lecturer. 

“It may be, however, outside her 

personal research on Scandinavian 

numismatics and her service at the Swedish 

cabinet that Brita Maimer’s greatest 

contribution to numismatic scholarship can 

be seen. Since 1970 she has been director 

of one of the most ambitious and important 

research efforts in the history of 

numismatics, the study and publication of 

the Viking Age coin hoards of Sweden. 

The importation of huge quantities of 

Islamic, Byzantine, German, and English 

coins into the North Sea area in the ninth 

through eleventh centuries is one of the 

most significant numismatic phenomena of 

history. In Sweden over 1,000 finds have 

produced a total of about 225,000 coins for 

study. While research on Viking Age 

hoards has been a scholarly pursuit in 

Sweden since the beginning of the 

eighteenth century, it was only after the 

Second World War that systematic 

investigation of these finds and coins was 

undertaken by an international team under 

the direction of Nils Ludvig Rasmussen. 

A series of preliminary studies appeared in 

the 1950s but it was not until 1975, after 

Brita Maimer became director of the 

project, that the first volume of the corpus, 

known by the intials CNS, appeared. To 

date eight volumes of the CNS have been 

published, following the ambitious 

commitment to publish for every coin full 

numismatic information, including weight, 

die axis, and evidence of post-minting 

treatment, as well as documentation on the 

circumstances of burial and discovery of 

each find. Along side the systematic 

publication of the corpus have been 

important studies based on the material, 

most noteworthy of which is Maimer’s 

book-length introduction to the phenome¬ 

non, published in 1968. 

“In a 1985 paper at the International 

Historical Congress, Brita Maimer noted 

that Sweden had only two cultural 

treasures of international importance: the 

royal naval vessel, the Wasa, and the 

Viking Age coin hoards. In awarding her 

the Archer M. Huntington medal for 1988, 

the American Numismatic Society affirms 

that, in the eyes of her fellow numismatists, 

Brita Maimer herself is a Swedish national 

treasure. ” 
Unable to be in New York to receive the 

medal, Professor Maimer’s acceptance 

address was read by Society Chief Curator 

William Metcalf. 
“Mr. President, dear Members of the 

Council of the American Numismatic 

Society, ladies and gentlemen: 
/Continued on fxtgf 7] 
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JIRI HARCUBA 
SALTUS MEDALIST 

This year’s recipient of the J. Sanford 

Saltus Medal for excellence in medallic art 

is J iff Harcuba. Curator of Medals Alan 

Stahl read the citation. 

“Like coins, medals are usually made 

of metal, chiefly alloys of gold, silver, and 

bronze. The design of the medal, however, 

is seldom made on the object itself, it is 

usually transferred to it from a negative 

surface, either by casting or by striking. 

Metals are very malleable substances and 

usually take on the aspect of the materials 

used in the mold or die. Thus Italian 

Renaissance medals cast from wax 

originals have a softness which contrasts 

with the angularity of contemporary 

German medals, which were made with 

molds produced from models carved in 

wood. In a similar way, the struck medals 

of the Beaux-Arts period owe their supple 

surfaces to the clay models from which 

their dies were produced, contrasting to the 

metallic quality of earlier struck medals 

with images carved in the steel dies 

themselves. 

“Modern medalists have experimented 

with new modeling techniques in the 

preparation of molds and dies, resulting in 

medals whose appearance is unlike earlier 

work in quality of image and relief as well 

as in conception and design. Probably no 

medalist has pursued the exploration of 

new techniques of casting more exten¬ 

sively, nor made a greater contribution to 

the international dialogue on new 

directions for the medal, than the Czech 

sculptor Jin Harcuba. 

“Trained at the Academy of Applied 

Arts in Prague and the School of 

Glassmaking in Novy Bor, Harcuba was 

a student of the master glass cutter Karel 

Stipl. Most of Harcuba’s medals and coins 

begin as glass discs, carved with a lathe in 

a process analogous to the cutting of seals 

and gem stones with a spindle. A plaster 

positive is then mad« from the glass 

intaglio, and a negative plaster from this. 

Successive transfers are made in plaster, 

with modifications made by hand in each 

cast. Finally, a bronze medal is cast from 

a negative plaster. For coins and struck 

medals, dies are made by reduction of the 

plaster molds. In some of his more recent 

work, Harcuba has worked directly in discs 

of plaster, often using no tool but a 

common nail. 

“Harcuba’s work has been the subject 

of one-man shows within Czechoslovakia 

and in Milan and Vienna. He has been 

represented at many international 

exhibitions and has three pieces in the 

permanent collection of the Corning 

Museum of Glass. Harcuba has been 

generous in sharing his technique with 

medalists worldwide; in the United States 
alone, he has taught workshops at the 

medallic workshop at Pennsylvania State 

University in 1984 and at the FIDEM 

Congress in Colorado Springs in 1987. 

“But it is not the technical innovations 

of Harcuba’s work which have gained him 

a worldwide reputation and for which we 

honor him with the 1988 J. Sanford Saltus 

Award for Lifetime Achievement in 

Medallic Art. For, like all great artists, 

Harcuba uses his technique as a means for 

creating a personal creative statement. His 

most successful works are portrait medals 

in which he uses rolling contours and 

contrasting flat planes to produce images 

which depict the mood and character of his 

subjects as well as their physical likeness. 

In the hands of Jiff Harcuba, glass is not 

simply a hard, smooth surface in which to 

carve images for transfer to bronze, but a 

transparent medium through which to 

reveal the inner life of the subjects of his 

medals.” 

Accepting the medal on Mr. Harcuba’s 

behalf was Zdenek Janoud, Assistant 

Commercial Attache of the Czechoslovak 

Embassy in the United States. 

“Ladies and gentlemen, it is my great 

pleasure to be«part of the one hundred and 

thirty-first meeting of the American 

Numismatic Society. Let me express, on 

behalf of Mr. Jiff Harcuba, my warm 

thanks for the decision to select Mr. Jiff 

Harcuba as recipient of the 1988 J. Sanford 

Saltus Award. I am very sorry that Jiff was 

not able to attend in person to accept this 

award. 

“It is my honor to take this opportunity 

to thank the Society for this award and 

simultaneously to congratulate Jiff on this 

achievement, which is a reflection of his 

great contributions to medallic art. It is a 

tribute not only to Jiff himself, but to the 

entire Czechoslovak medallic art com¬ 

munity as well. 

“I do not hesitate to express my feelings 

that this is another contribution to the 

improvement of mutual relations between 

my country and the United States. Once 

again, I thank you and wish you all the 

best.” 

An exhibit of Harcuba’s coins, medals, 

and engraved glass (on loan from the 

Corning Museum of Glass) will be in the 

Society’s East Hall until April 1. 

Letter Received from Harcuba 

26 January 1989 
Dear Friends, 

Today I received the precious J. Sanford 

Saltus Medal. Permit me to express how 

honored and thankful I am to have been 

Zdenek Janoud of the Czechoslovak Embassy accepting the 

Saltus Medal on behalf of Jin Harcuba 

presented this award. I feel that you have 

also recognized a tradition of glyptic art in 

my country. Here in Czechoslovakia, there 

has been a great influence on the 

development of portrait intaglio design by 

Dominik Bieman (1800-1850) who worked 

in the same Harrach Glassworks where I 

was trained in glass engraving. At the 

Academy of Applied Arts in Prague, I have 

been influenced by, among others, 

Professor Jaroslav Horejc, who created 

excellent examples of designs for new coins 

and at the same time designs of the best 

engraved medals made during the first half 

of the twentieth century. I have been 

fortunate to be trained both in glass 

engraving and in sculpting glass portrait 

medals and bronze medals. 

That the ANS did find my approach as 

a distinctive contribution to the art of the 

medal makes me very happy. It is the first 

time I have been awarded for this aspect 

of my work. It strengthens my opinion that 

in the U.S.A., the young country, there 

is a better understanding and appreciation 

of unusual artistic applications. 

In Europe we often find a strong effort 

to be separated not only by nations, but 

also by the many specialized lines. I always 

have tried to overcome this—to be 
international and interdisciplinary. For 

this reason, I feel very much at home in 

the States. Often my students at art schools 

and universities in the U.S.A. start to do 

art after they retire—with excitement! I 

myself, now in the age of retirement, feel 

also that I am only starting. Your award 

means to me that I must prove that all you 

said about my work has to show also in my 

future work. 

Thank you very much dear friends! 

Jift Harcuba 
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Library Notes 
In recent months, donations to the 

library from friends, members, and 

publishers have included many titles which 

should prove to be useful guides and 

informative introductions to our readers. 

Among these are John Davenport’s The 

Coinage of the Ernestine and Minor Albertine 

Saxon Duchies. Employing a series of charts 

and genealogical tables, Davenport 

resolves the intricacies of this complex 

coinage. In La storia del Risparmio, donated 

to the library by Giulio Bernardi of Trieste, 

a history of saving and the coin savings 

bank is provided. Published by the Cassa 

di Risparmio di Trieste, the volume 

includes excellent color illustrations of coin 

banks produced throughout the world from 

antiquity to the modern era. 

John E. Lelle has sent the library a copy 

of his recent work, The Brevet Medal, a 

history of the only decoration ever awarded 

exclusively by the Marine Corps. Lelle 

traces the development of the Brevet 

medal, offers biographical sketches of the 

recipients, and recounts the actions which 

earned the Brevet medals for these 

recipients. Collectors of political 

memorabilia will welcome a new volume 

by Marc Sigoloff entitled Collecting Political 

Buttons. Sigoloff provides a history of 

campaign buttons and discusses their 

classification, care and display, investment 

potential, and the problems posed by 

reproductions and fakes. Steven Tan has 

given the eighth edition of his Standard 

Catalogue of Malaysia-Singapore-Brunei Coins 

& Paper Money. Published every two years, 

the catalogue lists coins by date and mint 

mark with valuations provided in six 

conditions from good through proof. 

Valuations for banknotes are given in up 

to four grades. In Advanced Nugget Hunting, 

Pieter Heydelaar recounts his experiences 

in using the Fisher Gold Bug metal 

detector and David Johnson discusses the 

effects of ground minerals and metals on 

the instrument. Further information is 

available from Fisher Research 

Laboratory, Dept. ANH, 1005 I Street, 

Los Banos, CA, 93635. 

The 1989 edition of Handbook of United 

States Coins and A Guide Book of United States 

Coins have been presented to the Library 

by Western Publishing Company of 

Racine, WI. The Handbook, popularly 

known as the “Blue Book,” provides 

dealer buy prices in most grades for all 

series of U.S. coinage. The Guide Book, or 

“Red Book,” has been a standard 

reference for coin values since 1946 and 

includes historical data, mintage records, 

and coinage statistics for all issues from 

1616 through the most recent year’s 

RICHARD P. BREADEN 

We have received the very sad news that 

Richard P. Breaden, Librarian of the 

Society from 1948 to 1966, died of a stroke 

in Smithfield, NC, on October 20, 1988. 

He was 79 years of age. 

A native of Providence, RI, Dick 

completed his undergraduate education at 

Brown University. He attended the 

American School of Classical Studies in 

Athens from 1931 until 1934 where he 

studied archaeology and Byzantine history 

and served as Assistant Librarian in the 

Gennadius Library. He pursued his 

coinage. Interested collectors can obtain 

both of the guides directly from the 

publisher, 1220 Mound Ave., Racine, WI, 

53404. 

We have just received a gift copy of 

Bruce Kesse’s The State Coinage of New Jersey 

which updates the classic 1881 work of 

Edward Maris, A Historic Sketch of the Coins 

of New Jersey. Kesse revises and expands, the 

die variety listings and rarity factors of 

Maris’s work and includes a reconfigured 

version of the original Maris plate, 

illustrating newly discovered combinations 

of obverse and reverse dies. Copies of this 

very useful collector’s reference can be 

obtained by writing to Charles Davis, 

P.O.B. 1412, Morristown, NJ, 07960 ($40 

plus $3 for shipping). 

We extend special thanks to Krause 

Publications for donating several of their 

useful guides to the Library. These include 

Standard Catalog of World Coins (1989 

edition), Standard Catalog of United States 

Paper Money (7th edition), Auction Prices 

Realized 1988, and A Guide and Checklist of 

World Notgeld, 1914-1947. These handy 

references are available from Krause 

Publications, 700 East State Street, Iola, 

WI, 54990 

B. A. Seaby, Ltd., of London has just 

published two informative guides to the 

coins of the ancient world. Coinage in the 

Greek World, by Ian Carradice and Martin 

Price, offers a survey of Greek coinage 

from its introduction to the late hellenistic 

period. The authors focus on the use of 

coins as historical evidence, discuss coin 

production and design, and examine the 

reasons why coins circulated and how they 

were used. In Roman Provincial Coins: An 

Introduction to the Greek Imperials, Kevin 

Butcher deals with an area of numismatics 

which has attracted increased attention in 

recent years. Butcher describes the designs 

and uses of the provincial coins, studies 

their geographical distribution, and inte¬ 

grates the provincial coinage with the im¬ 

perial issues in line with current thinking. 

graduate education at the University of 

Wisconsin and the University of Michigan, 

from which he received his degree in 

Library Science in 1941. From 1942 until 

1948, Dick was Senior Reference Assistant 

at the New York Public Library. He served 

also as Acting Keeper of Printed Books at 

the Pierpont Morgan Library for a brief 

time in 1945-46. After serving seventeen 

years, 1948-65, as ANS Librarian, Dick 

left to take the position of Librarian at St. 

Joseph’s Seminary in Yonkers. He was Di¬ 

rector of the Library from 1971 to 1981. 

Having a great command of languages, 

Dick could speak or read Greek, Latin, 

Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, French, 

Russian, and German. While at the 

Society he not only directed the library but 

edited Numismatic Literature as well. He was 

a true scholar and deserves most of the 

credit for developing the basic non- 

numismatic reference collection which we 

possess today. With his staff, he also 

initiated an extensive binding program and 

arranged the Library’s holdings (i.e. 

books, journals, pamphlets, and auction 

catalogues) in much the way they remain 

at present. The Society’s Dictionary 

Catalogue (published by G. K. Hall) was 

first prepared for publication under Dick’s 

direction, and it was during his 

administration that the personal numis¬ 

matic libraries of Archer M. Huntington 

and David M. Bullowa were donated to the 

Society. The present librarian, who 

considers himself fortunate to have worked 

with Dick Breaden, owes much to his 

guidance and example. 

Richard P. Breaden is survived by his 

wife, Marcella, twin daughters, Theresa 

Capone of Manhattan and Elizabeth 

Garren of El Cajon, CA, and his sister 

Ruth Burdick of Gray, ME. 

Francis D. Campbell, Jr. 

PNG ASKS ANS TO EXHIBIT 
AT CONVENTION 

In response to a request from the 

Professional Numismatists Guild, the ANS 

mounted a two-case exhibit for the PNG's 

first annual convention. The theme 

selected was “Medallic Art Relating to the 

Panama-Pacific Exposition, San Francisco, 

1915.” ANS Member George Cuhaj 

selected 32 medals and eight commemo¬ 

rative coins which were on display 

February 23-25 at the Registry Hotel in 

Los Angeles. Included among them were 

the Exposition’s Official Award Medal, 

extolling “The Joining of the Seas-' and 

the entire commemorative series of coins, 

the half-dollar, one- and two-and-one-hali- 

dollar pieces, and both fifty dollar coins, 

one round, the other octagonal. 
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FOUR ELECTED TO 
COUNCIL 

At the Society’s Annual Meeting on 

January 14, 1989, President Harry Fowler 

drew attention to the fact that the Council 

had decided to increase the number of 

Councillors to 16 under the provisions of 

Article 3.12 of the Society’s By-Laws. He 

then called upon Mr. Bowersock to present 

the report of the Nominating Committee. 

Mr. Bowersock, on behalf of the 

Committee, nominated Professor Roger A. 

Hornsby, University of Iowa; Professor 

Fred S. Kleiner, Boston University; R. 

Henry Norweb, Cleveland, OH; andjohn 

J. Slocum, Newport, RI. No further 

nominations were received and, in 

accordance with Article 6.3 of the 

Constitution, the nominations were closed. 

Those nominated were then duly elected 

as members of the Council and will serve 

for the five year term ending January 1994. 

Officers and Committees 

At the annual reorganizational meeting 

of the Council, Mr. Coleman acted as 

temporary chairman and put into 

nomination as Officers of the Society for 

1989: Harry W. Fowler, President; R. 

Henry Norweb, First Vice President; 

Roger A. Hornsby, Second Vice 

President; Leslie A. Elam, Director and 

Secretary; John D. Leggett, Jr., 

Treasurer; and Richard Phillips, Assistant 

Treasurer. All were elected unanimously. 

President Fowler confirmed the 

following Councillors as members of the 

Executive Committee: Harry W. Fowler, 

Chairman, Harry W. Bass, Jr., Roger A. 

Hornsby, John D. Leggett, Jr., and R. 

Henry Norweb, Jr. In addition he 

appointed Margo Russell and Glen W. 

Bowersock to the Committee. Mr. Fowler 

also appointed the 1989 Finance Com¬ 

mittee: Landon Thomas, Chairman, Alan 

B.,Coleman, Harry W. Fowler, John D. 

Leggett, Jr., and R. Henry Norweb, Jr. 

STATE COPPERS STUDIED 

A research interest of the last year or 

more for Society member Michael Hodder 

has been the copper coinages struck by the 

states of New Jersey, Connecticut, and 

Vermont during the Confederation period, 

1785-88. Hodder, a Graduate Seminar 

student in 1978 and now Director of 

Research for Bowers and Merina, Inc., has 

been assisted by Normand Pepin, also an 

ANS member. Between the two of them 

they have now finished recording the 

ARNOLD-BIUCCHI TO SPEAK 
AT APRIL 15 MEETING 

Society Assistant Curator for Ancient 

Coins Carmen Arnold-Biucchi will present 

the annual Joseph B. Stack and Morton 

M. Stack Memorial Lecture at the 1989 

spring members meeting to be held at the 

ANS on Saturday, April 15, at 3:00 P.M. 

Her topic will be “Tyrants and Tetra- 

drachms: Sicily’s Golden Age.’’ The 

theme is drawn from her book, currently 

in press, The Randazzo Hoard 1980 and 

Sicilian Chronology in the Early Fifth Century 

B. C. This volume will appear in the ANS 

series Numismatic Studies as volume 18. 

Mrs. Arnold-Biucchi, who received her 

Ph.D. in classical archaeology from the 

University of Fribourg, Switzerland, in 

1976, joined the Society staff in 1982 in the 

grant-funded position of Curatorial 

Assistant in the Greek and Roman 

departments. In 1984 she was appointed 

Assistant Curator for Ancient Coins. 

Before coming to the ANS Arnold-Biucchi 

was a member of the editorial staff of the 

Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae, 

initially in the Basle center and, from 1979 

through 1981, at the U.S. center at 

Rutgers University. In 1981 she was a 

member of the Society’s Graduate Seminar 

in Numismatics. 

Since October 1, Arnold-Biucchi has 

had charge of the Greek collection, 

following the retirement of Nancy M. 

Waggoner. In addition, she has been 

overseeing the Roman department, due to 

the absence of William E. Metcalf who is 

spending the 1988/9 academic year as a 

member of the Institute for Advanced 

Study in Princeton. 

J 

weights, diameters, and die axes of nearly 

1,000 pieces in the Society’s collection. The 

next phase of their work will involve 

recording the die states of each coin. 

Hodder has canvassed the east coast for 

collections of these coppers. Holdings in 

the National Numismatic Collection, the 

Connecticut State Library, and the New 

Jersey Historical Society have been 

AUSTIN NUMISMATIC 
CONFERENCE 

ANS members and the general public 

are encouraged to attend “A Conference 

on Greek and Roman Coinage” scheduled 

for Saturday afternoon April 1, 1989, in 

Austin, TX. Registration will be from 

12:00 to 1:00 and three speakers, all former 

participants in the Society’s Graduate 

Seminar program, will present papers and 

participate in the discussions generated by 

the papers. The conference, jointly 

sponsored by the ANS and the Department 

of Classics of the University of Texas, 

Austin, has been organized by Professor 

John Kroll, a member of Society’s 
governing Council. 

Professor Frank L.Holt will survey the 

coinage of the Greek kings of Bactria, 

which is of exceptional importance for its 

brilliant portraiture and for reconstructing 

the lost history of this remote hellenistic 

kingdom. His first book, Alexander the Great 

and Bactria, appeared in 1988 and he is 

currently working on a sequel covering 

Alexander’s successors. 
Professor Kroll will focus on the two 

most important international coinages of 

the second and first centuries B.C., the 

Roman denarius and the new style tetra- 

drachms of Athens, and explain how the 

denarius became the dominant silver 

currency in the cities of Greece. 

Dr. William E. Metcalf will address the 

fundamental problem of identifying where 

the emperors Augustus through Nero 

struck their gold and silver coinage. 

At 5:00 there will be a reception at the 

Texas Memorial Museum. Portions of the 

S. M. Swenson collection of 3,500 Greek, 

Roman, and Byzantine coins given to the 

University in 1891 will be on view. 

Dinner will follow, at 7:00, in the Joe 

C. Thompson Conference Center Dining 

Room. Society President Harry W. Fowler 

will be present and will discuss the 

importance of numismatic research and 

numismatic institutions. 

Registration for the entire program is 

$15 if postmarked by March 24 and $18 

thereafter. Registration forms and other 

information are available from Professor 

John H. Kroll, Department of Classics, 

The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, 

TX, 78712, (512) 471-5742. 

examined. Many private collectors have 

also cooperated. The final goal of the study 

is to form a body of mensural and metro¬ 

logical data as complete as possible, as the 

data collected so far have led to preliminary 

conclusions reevaluating the dating and 

attribution of many New Jersey varieties. 
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IOPENING. continued from page l J 

AMS A members Thomas C. Wilfred, Maryvonne Rosse, 

and Thelma Beckerman critiquing exhibits 

looking at the new medal for the April 15 

Endowment Award Ceremony com¬ 

mented, “Yes, even at the ANS!” Retired 

ANS Curator Henry Grunthal remarked 

to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Zara that “this 

exhibit would not have been possible two 

decades ago.” And Leonda F. Finke, 

medalist and AMSA member, found the 

show “liberating. It shows the potential of 

the medal and medallic sculpture as an art 

form.” She further observed that some of 

the most politically repressive countries 

have the most innovative pieces. 

ANS member Robert La Rocca got 

involved in critiquing various aspects of the 

exhibit. However, when it came to the 

bottom line, he said with no hesitation 

whatsoever, “If money were no object, I 

could name right now ten pieces I would 

take home with me tonight.’’ 

CO AC 1989 THEME GLITTERS 

This year’s Coinage of the Americas 

Conference will be devoted to “United 

States Gold” and will take place November 

4 and 5, the weekend before a major 

Bowers & Merena auction in Manhattan. 

Members of the organizing committee are 

Harry Bass, William Bischoff, Richard 

Doty, Leslie Elam, and Cory Gillilland. In 

addition to Doty and Gillilland, speakers 

will include such well known numismatic 

scholars as Walter Breen, John McClos- 

key, and David Bowers. A videocassette 

documenting the conference and its 

attendant events is planned. The 

organizing committee is eager to hear from 

potential participants in the first COAC to 

deal exclusively with gold coinage. 

Prospective speakers and exhibitors should 

contact Associate Curator William Bischoff 

as soon as possible. 

Fellow Thomas C. Wilfred and D. Wayne Johnson 

discussing opening with Joseph Noble 

MEDIEVAL NUMISMATICS 
AT KALAMAZOO 

For the eighth year in a row, the ANS 

is sponsoring a session on Coinage and 

Money in the Middle Ages at the 

International Congress on Medieval 

Studies held each spring at Western 

Michigan University, Kalamazoo. The 

session, on Saturday May 6, will be 

chaired by ANS Graduate Seminar 

alumnus Thomas Blomquist. Two of the 

papers will also be by Seminar alumni: 

Lauris Olson will speak on “Visigothic 

Coin Hoard Structure,” and Paolo Squa- 

triti will speak on “The Mints of Treviso 

and Venice under the Carolingians.” In 

addition, Professor Louise Buenger 

Robbert of the University of Missouri will 

give a paper entitled “Money and Prices 

in Thirteenth-Century Venice.” 

A special feature of the Congress this 

year will be an eight session research 

conference marking the fiftieth anniversary 

of the discovery of the Sutton-Hoo ship 

burial, widely considered the most 

important discovery in English medieval 

archaeology. In addition to examination of 

recent research on the original discovery, 

there will be reports on the new excavation 

of other mounds at the same site. In this 

context, Alan Stahl, ANS Curator of 

Medieval coins, will deliver a paper on 

Friday May 5 entitled “The Date of the 

Sutton Hoo Coins.” 

As in the past, the ANS will host a 

reception for members, alumni, and 

friends on Saturday May 6 at 9:00 P.M. in 

the Fetzer Center. The Congress runs from 

May 4 through 7. Registration information 

may be obtained from The Medieval 

Institute, Western Michigan University, 

Kalamazoo, MI 49008, (616) 387-4145. 

Member Steven R Schor with Fellow Louis Zara and 

Mrs. Zara 

SEMINAR, FELLOWSHIP 
DEADLINES APPROACH 

March 1 is the application deadline for 

the 1989 Graduate Seminar, the 1989/90 

Graduate Fellowship, and the Frances M. 

Schwartz Fellowship. 

The Seminar is open to graduate 

students of at least one year’s experience 

who are currendy enrolled at a North 

American institution of higher learning. 

The Seminar, which includes a rigorous 

program of instruction focusing on 

methodology in addition to directed 

research, will be held at the museum from 

June 13 to August 12. The visiting scholar 

will be Dr. Gunther Dembski of the 

Bundessammlung von Medaillen, 

Miinzen, und Geldzeichen, Kunsthis- 

torisches Museum, Vienna. 

Admission to the Graduate Seminar 

carries with it a stipend of $1,200. 

Applications and supporting documents 

are available from the Society and must be 

completed and returned before March 1. 

Announcement of awards will be made 

before April 1. The seminar is made 

possible by a generous grant from Mr. and 

Mrs. Eric P. Newman of St. Louis. 

The Graduate Fellowship is awarded to 

a student who has completed the Graduate 

Seminar and has been admitted to 

candidacy for the Ph D. and who is writing 

a doctoral dissertation in which the use of 

numismatic evidence plays a significant 

part. The stipend is $3,500. 

The Frances M. Schwartz Fellowship is 

awarded annually to students who have 

completed the B.A. or equivalent. The 

fellowship is intended to educate qualified 

students in museum practice and to train 

them in numismatics, as well as to provide 

for curatorial assistance in the Greek. 

Roman, and Byzantine departments. The 

stipend varies with the term of tenure 

(normally the academic year) but will not 

exceed $2,000. 
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(MALMER, continued from page 2] 

“May I first express my sincere 

gratitude to the Huntington Medal Award 

Committee and to the Council of the 

American Numismatic Society for the 

great honor which has been bestowed on 

me. To receive the Archer M. Huntington 

Medal means to be included among the 

recipients of this high distinction already 

given to so many eminent scholars. I feel 

myself unworthy of a distinction like this, 

and I see myself only as a representative 

of medieval numismatic research in 

Sweden, especially in the field of coinage 

and coin finds of the Viking Age. 

Nevertheless, this is one of the most 

important days in my scholarly life. I 

deeply regret that I cannot be with you 

today. 

“My first contact with the American 

Numismatic Society goes back to the mid¬ 
fifties. Together with Mrs. Ulla S. Linder 

Welin, the well known Swedish 

Orientalist, I was then working at the coin 

cabinet of the University of Lund in Scania 

in southern Sweden. To me, as a beginner 

of the study of numismatics, this was a very 

favorable position. Some of the greatest 

numismatists of the world came to Lund 
to see Mrs. Welin, including Dr. George 

C. Miles, and I still remember his delight 

in the Scanian landscape and its ancient 

monuments. Another visitor from the 

American Numismatic Society was Dr. 

Joan Fagerlie, who came to examine our 

solidi. Her work was one of my first 

encounters with the die comparison 

method which is today fundamental for the 

study of Viking Age coinage. 

“As a student of Sture Bolin, who was 

professor of history at the university of 

Lund, my very first contact with 

numismatics was his paper, ‘Muhammad, 

Charlemagne and Ruric,’ which every one 

of his students was expected to penetrate. 

When Dr. Nils Ludvig Rasmusson, 

Keeper of the Royal Coin Cabinet of 

Stockholm, invited me to join an 

international group of scholars to publish 

all coins from the Viking period found in 

Sweden, some of the main problems were 

already familiar to me thanks to Bolin’s 

famous paper, and I did not hesitate to 

accept the proposal. In this way I was 

made responsible for a small part of the 

material to be published in the planned 

series Corpus nummorum saeculorum IX-XI qui 

Suecia reperti sunt (CSN), namely the 

Scandinavian and Byzantine coins. The 

other collaborators were Mrs. Welin for 

the Oriental coins, Peter Berghaus and 

Vera and Gert Hatz for the German coins, 

and Michael Dolley and his students for 

the English coins. This happened in the 

early fifties. Nobody knew then that the 

first CNS volume would not appear until 

CORRESPONDING MEMBERS 
ELECTED 

Five prominent scholars were elected 

Corresponding Members of the ANS at the 

January meeting of the Society’s Council. 

This honorary class of membership 

recognizes individuals residing outside of 

the United States who have made 

significant contributions to die advance¬ 

ment of numismatic research. 

Those elected on January 14, 1989 are 

Michael H. Crawford, Elena A. 

Davidovich, D. M. Metcalf, Attilio Stazio, 

and Stanislaw Suchodolski. 

Distinguished Scholars 

Michael H. Crawford, Professor of 

History at the University of London, has 

been an Associate of the ANS since 1960. 

Among his numerous articles and books on 

Roman history and numismatics are the 

familiar Roman Republican Coin Hoards 

(1969), Roman Republican Coinage (1974), 

and his recent Coinage and Money under the 

Roman Republic (1985). 

Elena A. Davidovich is an eminent 

Soviet Islamic numismatist who recently 

retired as Head of the Numismatic 

Department of the Institute for Historical 

Studies in Moscow. A specialist in 

medieval Central Asia, her extensive 

bibliography, which numbers over 50 

items including 4 important books, also 

includes works on the pre-Islamic period. 

1975. The work of publication turned out 

to be more complicated than anyone could 

imagine, and a number of other obstacles 

arose as well. 

“In the sixties I was Assistant Keeper 

of the Royal Coin Cabinet in Stockholm, 

and my main task was to mount a very 

detailed exhibition on ‘The Coins of the 

World,’ especially the period A.D. 

476-1500. To present the monetary history 

of the world in the form of a graph 

according to the ideas of Bengt Thordeman 

and Nils Ludvig Rasmusson was indeed 

exciting and very instructive. When 

Rasmusson retired in 1970 I was appointed 

his successor as Keeper of the Royal Coin 

Cabinet. Thereby I was made responsible 

for the whole publication of the CNS series. 

At the time there was no chair of 

numismatics in Sweden. Especially after 

the death of Rasmusson in 1973, I could 

not avoid being involved in the study of 

later periods. In 1980, when I just had 

been appointed to the Gunnar Ekstrom 

Chair of Numismatics, I published a study 

on the ‘Late Medieval Pennies in Sweden.’ 

“As professor of numismatics and 

D. M. Metcalf, an Associate Member 

of the ANS since 1961, is Keeper of the 

Heberden Coin Room of the Ashmolean 

Museum at Oxford University, a position 

he has held since 1982. The Society’s 

Library has some 200 books, articles, and 

reviews of his authorship, covering the 

broad range of medieval coinage. In 

addition, Dr. Metcalf was editor of the 

Numismatic Chronicle during 1974-1984 and 

is co-editor of two RNS Special 

Publications on numismatics and scientific 
methods. 

Attilio Stazio, an Associate since 1974, 

is Professor of Numismatics at the 

University of Naples. He was formerly 

President of the Centro Internazionale di 

Studi Numismatici. His numerous 

contributions focus on the coinage of 

Magna Graecia for which he is also a 

regular contributor to the periodic Survey 

of Numismatic Research. 

Professor Stanislaw Suchodolski is at the 

Institute of History of Material Culture of 

the Polish Academy of Sciences in 

Warsaw. In addition to works on medieval 

and early European coinage, he has 

contributed to theoretical discussions of 

metrology, minting techniques, and the 

relationship of coinage to the economy. His 

Mennictwo Polskie w XI i XII wieku (1973) 

is the standard work on the earliest Polish 

coinage. 

The Society is honored to welcome these 

contributing scholars to Corresponding 

Membership in the ANS. 

monetary history I had the privilege of 

creating an institute of numismatic 

research. In recent years it has^ been well 

supplied with all kinds of modern 

equipment, such as computers, thanks to 

the generosity of the Gunnar Ekstrom 

Foundation. I am also fortunate to count 

some of the best younger students of 

numismatics as members of my staff. It is 

my hope that this situation will continue. 

It would guarantee continuation and 

completion of the CNS series as well as 

publication of related studies in the 

Commentationes series. The great distinction 

which you have given me today will help 

and inspire me and my colleagues in 

Stockholm to continue our work, 

constantly trying to improve and expand 

our studies, in short, to do our best. 

“Thank you all very much.’’ 

In conjunction with the presentation of 

the Huntington Medal, Associate 

Librarian Kay M. Brooks opened an 

exhibit in the Library of publications by 

Dr. Maimer. The exhibit will remain on 

view throughout February. 
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/GREKK CHAIR, continued from page 1] 

expressed his appreciation for the 

outpouring of support from members in 

response to letters from the ANS 

Councillors. Contributions received to 

date, together with the Arcana Foundation 

grant, are sufficient to release the third and 

final $100,000 of the National Endowment 

for the Humanities Challenge Grant. 

Mr. Fowler noted that the challenge 

which remains is to complete the 

Campaign goal of $4 million by April 

1989. “We are very close to our goal. We 

can attain it if our members will pitch in 

to raise the last $360,000.” 

$5,000 Donors to be Honored 

Donors to the Campaign who have 

pledged at least $5,000 will be honored at 

a special presentation dinner on April 15, 

held at the Knickerbocker Club in New 

York City and hosted by President Fowler. 

These donors will receive a silver medal 

designed by Janos Kalmar to honor their 

generous level of participation in the 

Campaign. The medal carries the added 

significance of being the first cast issue of 

the Society in over 70 years. Limited in 

silver to donors, a bronze version will be 

available for purchase. 

ANS Membership Drive 

Society Development Officer Roxanne 

Greenstein has initiated a major Mem¬ 

bership Drive which will depend on the 

cooperation of all members for its success. 

Over 2,000 packets of materials have been 

sent to the membership with a request to 

cultivate new members among friends and 

colleagues. As President Fowler remarked 

at the Annual Meeting, “This is an 

important opportunity for current 

members to strengthen the organization at 

the grassroots level by enlarging its base 

of interested members.” 

As part of the Membership Drive, 

Stack’s, Inc., and Bowers and Merena, 

Inc., have sent ANS membership bro¬ 

chures with a mailing of their catalogues. 

Superior Stamp & Coin is planning a 

spring mailing of the brochures, and other 

firms have expressed interest in supporting 

the Society in this endeavor. 

FUN 

For the first time the ANS was officially 

represented at the convention of the 

Florida United Numismatists in early 

January. Councillor Margo Russell and 

Mrs. Greenstein set up an ANS table in 

the exhibit area with information about the 

Society and a display of Society 

ANS CONSERVATION 
SURVEY AWARD 

1 he New York Conservation Consul¬ 

tancy has awarded the ANS a conservation 

survey. This award is a necessary step 

toward our commitment to the preser¬ 

vation of the collection and will also aid us 

in planning our future building improve¬ 

ments. The name of the conservator and 

the schedule is pending. 

The award is the result of efforts by 

Curatorial Assistant Lori Rubens who is 

in the process of establishing a conservation 

program for the preservation and 

treatment of the ANS collection. Working 

closely with James H. Frantz, Richard E. 

Stone, and Carlie Cleveland Krolick of the 

Objects Conservation Department of the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, she plans to 

apply for the Conservation Grant awarded 

by the Institute of Museum Services. 

These awards range as high as $25,000 and 

must be preceded by a conservation survey 

such as that awarded to the ANS by the 

New York Conservation Consultancy. 

Campaign Donors Award Medal 

Publications. A number of Florida 

members assisted at the table, helping to 

inform the public about the ANS and the 

benefits of membership. As part of the 

FUN educational program, Mrs. Russell 

presented a richly illustrated talk entitled 

“Treasures of the ANS.” 

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED 

At its meeting on January 14, the 

Society’s Council elected the following 

Associate Members: Thomas C. Alwood 

New York, NY; Jim Anderson, Long 

Beach, CA; William T. Anton III, Lodi, 

NJ; Reecy Aresty, Chicago, IL; David S. 

Arthurs, Inverness, FL; Dennis J. Bender, 

Scotia, NY; Paul A. Brombal, Santa 

Barbara, CA; Louis Bryan, Hampton, 

VA; Alfred Buonaguro, Brandywine, MD; 

Charles E. Carter, Glen Burnie, MD; 

Christopher T. Connell, Lakehurst, NJ; 

P. W. Coombe, Dover, DE; Peter J. 

Corcoran, Washington, DC; Joseph J. 

Daragan, Arlington, VA; Deutsche Bank, 

Hannover, West Germany; Kamen 

Dimitrov, Sofia, Bulgaria; Jean-Paul Divo, 

Zurich, Swtizerland; David F. Fanning, 

Cincinnati, OH; Louis Farber, New York, 

NY; James A. Ferrendelli, St. Louis, MO; 

and Georg H. Forster, Ludwigshafen, 

West Germany. 

Also, E. Tomlinson Fort, Fife, Scotland; 

Robert I. Gait, Toronto, Canada; David 

Grant, St. Louis, MO; Andrew M. Hain, 

Wyomissing, PA; James B. Kilgore, 

Princeton, NJ; Yutaka Kondo, 

Ichinomiya, Japan; James Lamb, New 

York, NY; Hans A. Land, Washington, 

DC; David Lisot, Santa Monica, CA; 

Alan Luedeking, Miami, FL; Sandy 

McKinney, Key West, FL; Mel Fisher 

Maritime Heritage Society, Key West, 

FL; Jaime V. Modiano, Guadalajara, 

Mexico; Charles D. Moore, Lewiston, 

NY; Joseph R. O’Connor, Oak Forest, 

IL; David W. Patton, Birmingham, AL; 

John Peter Pasinosky, Hoputcong, NJ; 

Joel D. Perlin, La Jolla, CA; Bernard F. 

Priebe, North Royalton, OH; T. D. Rao, 

Hollis, NH; Matthew Rockman, San 

Francisco, CA; and Thomas Rockwell, 

New York, NY. 

Also, Robert M. Row, Palos Verdes 

Est., CA; Dewry G. Risciani, Oroville, 

CA; William Rubin, Boca Raton, FL; 

John C. Ryan, Washington, DC; Franco 

Saetti, Carpi, Italy; Harry E. Salyards, 

Hastings, NE; John A. Scheiner, 

Ingolstadt, West Germany; John S. 

Schoentag, St. Louis, MO; Owen M. 

Smith, Austin, TX; Sociedad Numis- 

matico del Peru, Lima, Peru; Stefan 

Sonntag, Stuttgart, West Germany; 

Arthur W. Strickler, New York, NY; 

Jordan Lee Wagner, Newton, MA; 

Holland W. Wallace III, San Antonio, 

TX; Arnold-Peter C. Weiss, Baltimore. 

MD; H. D. Wesely II, Modesto, CA; 

Dennis P. Wierzba, New Providence, NJ; 

John Vassilliw, New York, NY; Albert A. 

Zani, Lynbrook, NY; and Carlos Zapata. 

Lima, Peru. 
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SHIPWRECK TREASURE 

During the week of January 17-21, 

Christie’s of New York deposited for study 

at the Society the entire corpus of 636 coins 

salvaged from the frigate H. M. S. Fever- 

sham prior to its sale at auction on February 

7. Attention was first drawn to the hoard 

through the efforts of Society Member 

Joseph Lasser. 

The Feversham went down off Cape 

Breton during an abortive British military 

expedition against Quebec. The numis¬ 

matic find—presumably in large part the 

remains of the purser’s pay chest—has an 

assortment of mainly Spanish American 

silver, but also silver coins of the 

Netherlands, Spain, England, and Massa¬ 

chusetts, representing an unprecedented 

cross-section of the money in common use 

in New York City in the early eighteenth 

century. Especially noteworthy is the 

proportion of Massachusetts shillings 

(including a lone NE shilling), which 

constitutes nearly one-sixth of the total and 

far more than most experts would have 

estimated likely. Also remarkable is the 

proof provided by some 22 Spanish 

Colonial four- and eight-real pieces: under¬ 

weight coinage was converted into an 

acceptable means of exchange by inserting 

plugs of silver in individual coins. This 

practice has not previously been com¬ 

mented upon. 
Thanks to James Lamb of Christie’s 

coin department, ANS Associate Curator 

William Bischoff was able to document this 

fascinating hoard thoroughly before its 

dispersal. He plans to study it intensively 

in the months to come with an eye to 

publication. On March 16 he will outline 

TWO NEW ANS 
PUBLICATIONS RELEASED 

Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum ANS 

volume 5 is now available for purchase 

from the Society. This is the third and 

completing volume in the Sicily series, 

covering Syracuse through Siceliotes. The 

catalogue and plates were prepared by 

Denyse Berend, and Margaret Thompson 

compiled the indices which cover the first 

five volumes of the ANS Sylloge series, 

South Italy-Sicily. There are two appendices 

to volume 5, one containing acquisitions 

while the volume was in progress and the 

other, compiled by Carmen Arnold- 

Biucchi and Hyla A. Troxell, containing 

a donation of nearly 200 coins made in late 

1986 by a Swiss-Italian collector. 

This is the last volume issued in folio 

format' IIV2 x 15V2 inches; henceforth, the 

new, internationally agreed upon sylloge 

format of 21 x 30 cm will be followed. 

SNGANS 5, Sicily 3: Syracuse-Siceliotes, 

has 45 pages of text and 45 pages of plates 

describing 1,408 coins. There are eight 

indices describing the contents of the first 

five sylloge volumes: geographical, rulers, 

personal names, other inscriptions, obverse 

types (by metal), reverse types (also by 

metal), countermarks, and overstrikes. 

The volume costs $75.00 plus $1.00 

postage and handling. ANS members 

receive a ten percent discount on the price 

of the volume. An order form accompanies 

this article. Sylloge volumes are not 

his preliminary findings in an illustrated 

talk to the Stuyvesant Adult Group as part 

of their “Day at the ANS’’ visit. 

included in the ANS Publications 
Subscription option. 

Publications Subscription Holders 

Studies in Early Byzantine Gold Coinage, 

edited by Wolfgang Hahn and William E. 

Metcalf, has been published by the ANS 

as Numismatic Studies 17. Members 

holding publications subscriptions will be 

receiving the book shortly. The volume 

contains eight articles: an introductory 

survey by Wolfgang Hahn and William 

Metcalf; “The Joint Reign Gold ofjustin 

I and Justinian I’’ by William Metcalf; 

“The Monte Judica Hoard and the 

Sicilian Moneta Auri under Justinian I and 

Justin II” by Niall Fairhead and Wolfgang 

Hahn; “Carthage: The Moneta Auri under 

Justinian I and Justin II, 537-578” by 

Cecile Morrisson; “The Minting of Gold 

Coinage at Thessalonica in the Fifth and 

Sixth Centuries and the Gold Currency of 

Illyricum and Dalmatia” by D. M. 

Metcalf; “Seventh Century Byzantine 

Coins in Southern Russia and the Problem 

of Light Weight Solidi” by John Smedley; 

“Microchemical Analysis of the Metal 

Content of Some Eighth-Century Coins of 

Rome and Ravenna” by Wolfgang Hahn; 

and “The Debasement of the Provincial 

Byzantine Gold Coinage for the Seventh 

to Ninth Centuries” by W. A. Oddy. 

Early Byzantine Gold is in an 8V4 inch x 

11% inch format and has 142 pages of text 

and 24 plates. For those not holding the 

publications subscription, it is available for 

$75.00 plus $1.00 postage and handling 

and can be ordered using the form 

accompanying this article. Members 

receive a ten percent discount on the cost 

of the book. 

The American Numismatic Society 
Broadway at 155th Street 
New York, NY 10032 

Please send me_copies of Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum ANS 5, Sicily 3: Syracuse-Siceliotes. 

Enclosed is my check for $75 (ANS members, $67.50) plus $1 postage and handling for each 

volume . $ - 

I do not have a Publications Subscription and wish to purchase-copies of Studies in Early 

Byzantine Gold Coinage. Enclosed is my check for $75 (ANS members, $67.50) plus $1 postage 

and handling for each volume . $ - 

Total. *- 

Name ______ 

Address___ 

_ Zip _ 
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Calendar JACKSONIAN POLITICAL EXONUMIA STUDIED 

February 

23 Michael Bates to speak on 

"Evidence lor the Monetary 

System of Early Islamic Egypt,” 
UCLA 

24 Michael Bates to speak on "Islamic 

Coinage in the Umayyad Era,” 

UC, Berkeley 

27 Michael Bates to speak on "Islamic 

Coinage in the Umayyad Era,” 
UW, Seattle 

March 

1-31 Exhibit at Finkelstein Memorial Li¬ 

brary, Spring Valley, NY, Frank 

Deak, "A New Homeland” 

14 Alan Stahl to speak to the National 
Sculpture Society on "The 

Medal after 450 Years” 

16 Stuyvesant Adult Group’s "Day at 
the ANS,” William Bischoff to 

discuss H. M. S. Feversham hoard 

April 

1 "A Conference on Greek and 

Roman Coinage,” UT at Austin 

12-14 American Council of Learned 

Societies annual meeting, New 

York, ANS represented by Roger 

A. Hornsby and Leslie A. Elam 

15 Finance Committee meeting, 9:30 

Council meeting, 10:30 

Spring Members Meeting, 3:00 

Carmen Arnold-Biucchi to speak 

on "Tetradrachms and Tyrants: 

Sicily’s Golden Age” 

May 

4-7 International Congress on Medi¬ 

eval Studies, Kalamazoo, MI 

5 Alan Stahl to speak on "The Date 

of the Sutton-Hoo Coins” 

6 ANS reception at Kalamazoo, 9:00 

P M., Fetzer Center 

Greg Lyon, a student at Hunter College 

High School and part-time clerk in the 

ANS Photography department, is doing an 

internship at the Society as part of his 

school’s Inter-College Year Program. To 

fulfill the requirements of the program, 

which are a major aspect of the senior year 

curriculum of the special school for gifted 

BATES ON WEST COAST 

ANS Curator of Islamic Coins Michael 

Bates will lecture in February at three west 

coast universities. All the lectures are open 

to the public as well as to faculty and 

students, and AN members are 

particularly invited tr id. 

On Thursday, Ft ary 23 at 3:00 

P.M., Bates will speak at the University of 

California, Los Angeles, on "Evidence for 

the Monetary System of Early Islamic 

Egypt: Coins, Glass Weights, and 

Papyri.” The slide illustrated lecture will 

be in Bunche Hall, room 6275. For 

additional information, call the UCLA 

Near Eastern Center, (213) 825-1181. 

The next day, February 24 at 4:00 P.M., 

Bates will lecture at the University of 

California, Berkeley, at 223 Moses Hall. 

He will be speaking about "Islamic 

Coinage in the Umayyad Era.” Call the 

Middle East Center for more information, 

(415) 642-8208. 

This same lecture will be repeated on 

Monday, February 27, at the University 

of Washington, Seattle, at 3:00 P.M. in 

Smith Hall, room 105. More information 

is available from the Middle East Center, 

(206) 543-4227. 

The American Numismatic Society 

BROADWAY AT 155TH STREET NEW YORK, N Y. 10032 

ENTITY Missouri Nunisraatic Society 
5005 Grand Avenue 
St. Louis, MO 63111 

students, Lyon is doing a study of the 

Society’s holdings of political exonumia of 

Jacksonian America. Using the ANS 

computer, he is compiling an inventory of 

V 

the medals and medalets of the political 

campaigns of the early nineteenth century, 

as well as hard times tokens, store cards, 

and pocket pieces of the period. Some of 

the pieces he has examined represent 

unpublished types or varieties, and Lyon 

hopes to be able to publish a full inventory 

of this material which has received little 

scholarly attention in recent years. Lyon 

has a strong numismatic background, 

having been a long-time participant in the 

ANA Young Numismatist Program and 

the Boy Scouts of America Coin Collecting 

Merit Badge Program. 
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